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Message from the Editors’desk
Balance is the key to your well-being, your

happiness and even maintaining your personal

health but in order to unlock all these doors,

you need to strike an appropriate balance in

whichever task you take up. This will help

everybody achieve a peaceful mental state

rather than its negative alternative, a stressful

mental state. Moreover, it helps you enhance

your performance in your daily tasks and

makes you feel anything is achievable even

though it might be the toughest of all the

challenges. It also has an overall effect on

elevating your mood and helps you lead a

healthy and prosperous life.
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Achieving work life balance in the present age of 24/7 connectivity is the 

most challenging task. It is said that “Manage time to maintain balance 

in your work and personal life”. For me, no doubt time management is 

the crux but in a broader perspective it is about prioritizing what’s 

important at what time. So well planned day and prioritizing task as per 

time is the key to happy living. As it is said that “Either you run the day, 

or the day runs you.” A well-planned day will help you to the run day.

1. Start day with a plan – Planning for rest of day in the morning by 

spending 15 min is the first thing of the

day. For this I wake up early each day to get little extra hours

2. Me time- Yes, very important to have Me time i.e. starting my day with 

yoga and exercise boost energy in

me to carry on the whole day with mental peace.

3. Delegate- Keeping work what is important to me and can be done by 

me only and delegating the other

work to people around me. This helps me in concentration maintaining 

and completing the task early thus

saving time.

4. Overlapping then multitasking- No doubt multitasking always works 

well and at time I do take up

overlapping. I like to do painting and must spend time with my son too, 

so I involve my 6yrs old too with drawing and creativity. So it becomes 

the perfect overlap of time together with hobby for me.

5. Commitment to self- I make commitment to myself and then share it 

with others so that the required assignment is completed within the 

specified time, thus saving me from overtime or extra work hours.

6. Weekends and vaccinations- I try my best not to save all my chores 

for the weekend, I try to get it finish over the week or best by Saturday 

morning so that I can spend my  weekend nicely with my family.

Work Life Balance  

Varsha Vishwakarma 

(Mother of Ayaan Vishwakarma Grade 1) 
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After a span of 7 years, after being associated with hospitality industry; I decided to 
exit to welcome a new life in our family. It was an extremely exciting and satisfying 
years of my life because of my work. The new role was no less, and I was looking 
forward to the same. After a break of 2 years, I decided to return and with a hollow 
feeling to manage work and home together. I was not sure how will my new journey 
be, but I started. As you get older; the professional and personal responsibilities 
both grow – and this time it was very quick. Being successful doesn’t mean making a 
lot of money. It means achieving success in all aspects of life; whether it’s nabbing a 
big client or simply being there for the people most important to you. Keeping all 
aspects of your life in working order is always over whelming than you can even 
imagine; but I did follow some rules to balance my professional and personal life; 
which I made and bent them too to be on top of my game –
1. Have a schedule that works for you and stick by it – The key is assigning specific 
tasks to specific time block ensures that I get done exactly what I need to when I 
need to. Scheduling
is liberating.
2. Ask for help – Balancing is surely an art and you must keep adding characters to 
your canvas. I always reach out to my immediate family members, close friends to 
fall back on.
The support the domestic helps can provide if guided and managed help with your 
chores and keep you organized with well balanced meals
3. Learn to say no – This may sound rude or selfish first but, with practice you may 
find that sometimes turning down few projects or opportunities is quite freeing. 
Only say yes to your top priorities
4. Pray – Last but not the least. I always pray not for an easy life but the strength to 
endure a difficult one. I realized that responsibilities keep on increasing by the 
moment and that you can’t escape. However bad is the situation it will change, and 
you move forward. So I always pray to have that wisdom and fearlessness to take 
decisions for me and my family. 

Keeping the scales balanced

Divya Wadhwa
(Riddhi Wadhwa’s mother – Grade 3)
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It is a choice that I make everyday to put someone 
else’s happiness and well being ahead of my own, 
to teach the hard lessons, to do the right thing 
even when you are not sure of it. Working Moms 
always have it tough. Being a Mommy to a super 
active 4 and half year-old daughter, it takes a lot to 
strike a balance between her, my work and my 
personal life.  I am a Manager, a part time Baker 
and Chocolatier (Passion Driven) and a Full time 
Mother. Nothing is impossible for a Mother. This 
absolutely holds true in my case. Baking being my 
biggest fear, it is now my profession. My daughter 
Chaahat has been the reason for the same. She 
being an absolute sweet lover, pushed me to learn 
baking and chocolate making. My daughter is an 
early riser as she sleeps early at night. I choose to 
do my cake orders before she is up, so that I can be 
with her in virtual school. My office work is not 
time bound. While I am at work, I plan activities, 
worksheets and games to keep her occupied for 
her overall growth. I am a planner. I believe in 
planning things well in advance. Evenings are 
dedicated for her physical activities of playing of 
the ground, cycling and so on. 
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Balancing life with 

motherhood!

Discipline and Time table has played an important role in her brought up. It definitely takes 
a lot to adhere to the set time table not only from her but for me too. Yes, at times it gets 
too overwhelming for me as a mommy. My Husband and My Mother-in-law has always 
been a major support system to me and have always supported me in all my decisions. This 
has helped me to grow as an Entrepreneur and a Mother. I always make sure to let go off 
the Mother Guilt. I generally focus on the positives of how my work-life is contributing to 
my family. My Daughter and I have an absolute open-door policy when it comes to 
communication. She is very supportive and understanding when it comes to my work. She 
indeed takes pride that her mother is a Baker. For all the mothers, time is a precious 
commodity. When I am at work, I focus on completing my work and getting back to her. I 
am aware that I am not only mother but a wife too. At the end of the day, I reconnect with 
my partner, as I believe that the key to a happy home starts from a happy marriage. 
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Last but not the least, I make sure to find time for myself for maintaining my 
inner peace and balance within the hectic environment of work and home life.  
We moms have a bad habit of putting our own needs at last in order to take 
care of everyone else first. But if you aren’t taking care of yourself, how can 
you expect to take care of anyone else well? I make sure to either find time or 
steal time for myself on regular basis with an activity that will allow me to relax 
and recharge. I often do yoga, catch up with friends or just pamper myself by 
doing absolutely Nothing. 

Can a working mom have both a successful career and fulfilling family life? Yes, 
it is absolutely possible. It may not look exactly like how I pictured it, but don’t 
let that deceive you. Recognize and appreciate all of the great things you have 
and just take it one day at a time with full pride.

Mansi Maniar
(Chahat Maniar’s mother – PSY 3)
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I feel there should be some magic that can be done during these times. For a working
professional woman, with a 1 school going kid, life is quite a challenge.
Let me take you through the pulls and pressure one faces in these times.
A typical day would start early with few tasks to be completed before the office day starts.
Those includes breakfast & lunch preparation, cleaning the house, washing the clothes, setting
up the child to be ready for the online classes. During the day you have deliveries that are to
washed and disinfected...the list is long and never ending. That itself is a lot of chores done
before the office world kicks in. Depending on the role, the WFH brings more coordination,
one on one calls to keep teams motivated and productive, team calls, reviews, client
interactions, execution, MIS etc.
In between these you have to organize the snacks, lunch for the kid, ensure they are paying
attention to their classes and at the end ensure you know the home work they have as that
too needs to be monitored and completed. And to add to the chaos, if one of the laptops
crash, life can be a living hell between who uses the laptops when! I am not even venturing
into that.
If you have elderly parents or in-laws then it can get even more challenging as their needs are
to be addressed as well. All one remembers is hopping from one task to the other between,
home, child, office. It is one physical and emotional test, no one should go through. If you have
a caring partner who chips in then life is much better.
So all one can say is, be organized. Prioritize the task based on urgency. Some task can be done
at non office time, done once in 2-3 days. Managing the limited time and getting the best out
of it without burning oneself out is the biggest learning for any working mom.
On the other hand, I should say lockdown was a blessing on a positive side, as it gave me
quality time with my kid which otherwise was not possible due to office work. My daughter
always wanted me to be home like other moms. Make for delicious dishes, drawing, paining,
play with her, study with her etc. So lock down has give us a good balance in our lives.
Now we keep looking for the genie up there who can make it all go away. Vaccine and Hope.
We shall overcome and we will come out of it stronger, better and more focused on what we
really want from life.
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Balance Life of a working women along with 
household chores
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Neeti Lobo

(Kashissh Lobo’s mother- Grade 6)
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Maintaining Ecological Balance
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Here is my way to maintain ecological balance!

I will maintain the ecological balance by planting more plants and 

tress, so that I can avoid GLOBAL WARMING. I would also try NOT to 

waste water. Trees can help avoid GLOBAL WARMING by cooling earth 

and it will rain more. When it rains more, it can reduce droughts. And 

if there are NO trees, it will result in Global warming which will cause

1. Droughts

2. More storms

3. More wildfires etc.

Daniel Gonsalves- Grade 4
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Parent’s speak
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Shruti Karmakar

Mother of Reyansh 
(Grade 5)

& Avyan (Grade 1)

The ongoing situation has been challenging since it has led 
to a complete change in routine and lifestyle .I am blessed 
with two well behaved and cooperative children and they 
have adapted to this new situation very well. They rely on 
each other for help, to play ,for fun activities and for 
support as well.

With one child who has begun secondary schooling and one 
who has begun primary schooling, it has been challenging 
keeping up with the curriculum. The kids are managing 
quite well with help from the teachers and me.

I have been managing household chores and work by 
scheduling every hour of the day .The working hours have 
got longer ,but we try to fit in art and craft activities or 
reading in the evenings. We have prioritized our health and 
safety. While the pandemic has kept us away from friends , 
it has shown us that we are fine together and able to stay 
entertained and happy ,even indoors.
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Pari Srivastava 

Mother of Samyra

– Grade 9 Kalam

The "NEW NORMAL", a word we all are hearing these 
days . A testing time for all of us where we all, every 
individual no matter who or where , he/she is or do . 
Everybody is coping up with this NEW NORMAL thing. 
Like all, I am too struggling with this NEW NORMAL 
thing. All of a sudden everything has turned upside down 
in all our lives . Husbands are working from home. Kids 
having their online classes . Everybody is at home, 
though it is a good feeling of staying all together ; 
spending quality time with your loved ones but in truth it 
is a hard time for the lady of the house. AS everybody is 
staying at home; so the demands are very high of 
everyone .
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Parent’s speak
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Kids need their choice of food every now and then and so 
does everyone else in the house. Even I am also working; I
too have my professional commitments to fulfil. In the 
midst of everything sometime I too feel left out as being a 
mother and a wife. I have to look for everything ; be it a 
household work ; keeping a vigil on my child ,if she is 
studying attentive in her online classes or my own 
commitments . Keeping a balance among all these is bit of 
hard work. But that's the beauty of this hard time.

They say that everything has its own merit and demerit . 
This period too has its own share of both . We have learnt 
so much during this period . Sometimes as an individual 
you get irritated but being with the loved ones , those 
means world to me; gives me immense pleasure and 
motivates me to do more and more for them, to pamper 
them and spending quality time with them.
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Navratri is a special festival where we
worship the nine avatars of the goddess
Durga. I Samyra Srivastava, the Cultural
Head of BHIS Andheri must appreciate
our school for organising the event
“JALSA” every year for all students and
their parents to celebrate this beautiful
festival together. Unfortunately, this
year, due to the pandemic we couldn’t
organize this special occasion the way
we do it every year but with all the
blessings and the divine energy of
Goddess Durga, we overlooked the levels
of hardship and held an online JALSA
2020 event. Here in this event, we
invited two celebrity Garba dancers –
Jigar Soni and Suhrad Soni who taught us
some amazing Garba moves and
techniques from the comfort of our
home and made the session livelier and
more interesting. Overall, it was an
outstanding experience to see the same
level of energy on the online platform as
we have always seen in the previous
celebrations. All thanks to our respected
Principal, teachers and the whole BHIS
Andheri team as without their guidance
and optimistic vision, organising this
event wouldn’t have been possible.

Samyra Srivastava

Grade 9 

Cultural Head 
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I participated in the online Chaturanga Chess 

Tournament. It was an inter-school tournament and a 

lot of schools participated from across the state. I had 

the pleasure to introduce Mr. Aniket Garud of Imperial 

Chess World, a professional coach and a state Arbiter. 

He explained the rules and regulations and provided 

clarity on how the tournament would progress. I 

enjoyed participating in the tournament, it was exciting 

and fun. I think the Chaturanga online chess 

tournament was a great success."

Chaturanga would not have been a reality if BHISEVENTS 

and I did not have the help and guidance of Imperial Chess 

Academy, our teachers and Aniket sir, our head chess 

teacher at school. With all the help and support by the 

school and academy, it was a massive undertaking. 

Conducting an online interschool competition during the 

lockdown was something I would have been doubtful about. 

Through breaking down the competition into separate 

departments, or as I like to say it “Decentralized command”, 

the process became easier. I did not expect 800 

participants, but I was left spellbound. It was amazing to be 

a part of something so unique, and it was a complete 

success. I am sure that we will conduct more of these 

competitions and we will continue to challenge ourselves to 

the limit.
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Danish Miyana 
Assistant Sports Captain

Yash Desai 
Sports Captain
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Chaturanga Champions
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Mehek Nandu

1st prize for

under 16 

girls

Shivika Tiwari

2nd prize for 

under 6 girls

Ishaan Goyal

2nd prize for 

under 6 boys

Anwitaa

Thakkar

3rd prize for 

under 8 girls
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I am Lipeka Shetty, Sr. Freedom House Captain- 2020 – 2021. This year 

was a change for all of us. Though it was a change, the schools have not 

given up and started schools virtually. However, our schools are doing 

online events as well, though they are virtual but still fun. I think our school 

has passed in the test of virtual school. There were many events such as 

Halloween, Jalsa, etc. I am honoured to be studying in BHIS, Andheri 

which never fails or gives-up a challenge.

By Lipeka Shetty (Grade 7)

Senior Freedom House Captain

From the student’s desk  

“Innovative Ideas”, "Sight Seeing" & "Appreciations" have always been

key driving factor for Jaini Shah learning & active participation in external

events. As a school "Kangaroo Kids" have always used innovative ways

to teach children which has helped her to developed interest in studying.

At same time, at home her parents have ensured she gets visibility to

similar topics either via online apps like “Kidoland” / travelling to different

places / playing innovative games related to same like “Explore World” ,

“Kids on Stage”, etc. which helps to add to knowledge.

As parents from our learnings in life, we believe that “Fear Factor” plays a

major road blocker in achievements for many and participation in multiple

activities is best way to remove it. This build motivation is Jaini Shah to

start participating in activities and give a view of world outside school and

home. “Appreciations” from school and family just for even participation

helped her win the battle with fear factor and started participating in

competitions. Most important even just by winning in one competition has

helped her to build mindset, how external events helps to win success &

hearts of many.

By Jaini Shah (PSY 4)

School is wonderful! We learn something new everyday. Miss taught us 

about tenses and number bonds. I enjoy my dance class. This month we 

learnt about Gandhiji. Miss showed us interesting videos on him. We also 

celebrated Halloween by dressing up . I was a vampire! ...with a cape and 

fangs! All my friends dressed up too.

I want school to start soon, so that I can meet my teachers and friends.

By Adeena Shaikh (Grade 1)
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HEALTH bhi, 
TASTE bhi
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Oats with fruits – Aiza Ashrafi (Grade 1)

Place the oats and the milk or water in a large 

pan over a medium heat.

Stir with a wooden spoon.

Bring to a steady simmer for 5 to 6 minutes, 

stirring as often as you can to give you a 

smooth creamy porridge – if you like your 

porridge runnier, simply add a splash more 

milk or water until you’ve got the consistency 

you like.

Jazz up your porridge with your favorite 

combo of fresh fruit like pomegranate, banana 

and apple and drizzle as per sweetness. 

Benefits of Oats in Breakfast

1. Oats are incredibly nutritious, a good 

source of carbs and fiber. 

2..They can lower cholesterol levels.

3.Oats help in regulating the blood sugar 

levels.

Healthy Cake – Myra Shahani 

(Grade 2)

½ cup rajgira flour

4 tsp Rava

½ cup brown sugar or jaggery powder

1/3 cup oil

1/3 cup milk

½ Tsp baking powder

½ Tsp baking soda

1 Tsp choco chips

2 drops of vanilla essence

Mix all the dry ingredient in one bowl 

then add oil and sugar in another bowl 

and beat it well for five minutes then 

add milk and vanilla essence combine 

the wet and dry ingredients together 

and mix well.
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HEALTH bhi, 
TASTE bhi
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Vegetable Raita – Irina Singh (Grade 1)

1.One bowl of Curd.

2.One chopped Onion.

3.One chopped Tomato.

4.One half Cucumber.

5.One Green Chilly.

6.Some Coriander.

7.Cumin Powder and

8.Salt to Taste

Mix the curd well with a whisk. Once it is smooth then 

add the tomatoes, cucumber and onion. Fold into the 

curd. Add deseeded green chilies as per taste. Then 

add salt and cumin powder. Fold well without mixing 

vigorously.

Garnish with coriander.
Chill before serving.

Vegetable masala oats sweet and spicy 

recipe – Ridaan Nandwal (Grade 1)

Ingredients

Oil 2 spoons

Oats

1 Carrot chopped

1 onion sliced

Tomato chopped

Cumin seeds 1 spoon

1 tablespoon red chili powder

Half tablespoon turmeric powder

Half tablespoon coriander powder

2 green chili finely chopped

Chopped coriander leaves
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HEALTH bhi, 
TASTE bhi
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Salad - Diya Gala (Grade 2)
Ingredients

Salt

Tomato

Cucumber

Black pepper

Carrot

Paneer

Take a bowl and put the tomato and 

cucumber, carrot and paneer and then 

take the salt and then black pepper 
and mix it and then serve.

Cabbage salad – Carol 

Gonsalves (Grade 1)

1. Wash some vegetables 

(Cabbage, tomatoes and 

Cucumbers)

2. Cut the washed vegetables and 

add them in a bowl

3. If you like you can add some salt, 

pepper and lemon juice to add more 

flavor to your salad. Enjoy your 

meal!
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Inter house Competitions

Bottle Art Competition (Grades 3-6)

Comic-A-Thon (Grades 7-9)
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No Tricks, Just Treats!
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Learning through

role playing
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Mathmagicians at work
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Dressing up as bird Musical 

parade

Visiting a bird sanctuary

Preschool story
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Balancing Life through Art
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Manvi Singhal (PSY4)

Afsheen Khan (PSY4)

Shaurya Chheda (Grade 

PSY4) 
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Achievements
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MUN Achievements
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IIMUN 26.0
Best Delegate

Lideres Summit 

Special mention 
twice

Veracity Summit 

Special mention 

Kavan Shah
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Mysha Perwez of Grade 3 

made us proud by winning 

gold in the E-chess 

Tournament in the under 18 

category held on 13th 

September, 2020.

Sports Achievements
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